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Seebach: Yet another recruit 
to the cause of academic 
freedom 

August 24, 2002 

John K. Wilson, who 
never worried about 
academic freedom in the 
universities when it was 
conservatives who were 
silenced, is now very 
afraid because, he 
believes, opponents of the 
war on terror are singled 
out for oppression. Well, 
the more recruits for 

liberty the better, no matter how late 
they decide to join the party.

Wilson, a graduate student at Illinois 
State University who is writing a 
dissertation on academic freedom, 
announced in an e-mail earlier this week 
the formation of a new Web site, 
collegefreedom.org, dedicated to the subject. His capsule summaries 
of a wide variety of incidents in the past year or two are a useful 
guide to further research.

But further research is definitely recommended, because Wilson sees 
everything from his own narrow perspective. He published a book 
called The Myth of Political Correctness: The Conservative Attack on 
Higher Education in 1995. I was a graduate student, at the 
University of Minnesota, from 1988 to 1992 and there was nothing 
mythical about it.

How pervasive the pressure was to conform to a leftist orthodoxy 
depended on what department you were in, or whose courses you 
took, but it was unmistakable.

Wilson maintains, for instance, that there is a "much stronger 
regime of censorship against anti-war views in academia" than 
against those who support the war. If matters appear otherwise, he 
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says, it is because "conservatives on college campuses have a much 
more extensive network for reporting incidents of censorship," and 
so it is likely that "these reports represent (or even overrepresent) 
the cases of pro-war or conservative speech being repressed."

Could be, though I don't know how anybody would be able to make 
quantitative estimates. Classroom censorship is often self-
censorship, because professors at public universities have strong 
legal protection of their First Amendment right to express 
controversial views. But who wants to spend months or years in 
litigation defending them?

Ken Hearlson, a professor of government at Orange Coast 
Community College, was suspended for 11 weeks after Muslim 
students accused him of calling them terrorists. "No due process, 
nothing," Hearlson says. After a lengthy investigation, virtually all 
the specific charges were found to be unsubstantiated.

The place to go for further research is the Foundation for Individual 
Rights in Education, which has been active in many of the cases that 
Wilson discusses. Since its start in 1999, it has played a role in more 
than 600 cases, including Hearlson's. FIRE's site, thefire.org, 
features links to original documents in its cases - press releases, e-
mails, legal briefs - so readers can judge the facts rather than the 
spin.

Curiously, Wilson mentions FIRE hardly at all, though the 
organization's role is often prominent in the media coverage he does 
refer to and academics normally cite original sources when they can. 
He simply lumps it in with the conservative network he refers to, 
though FIRE is not conservative in any plausible sense of the word.

For example, FIRE is active in the case of computer science 
professor Sami Al-Arian, whom the University of South Florida 
announced in December it was firing. The grounds on which the 
university claims to have acted, FIRE's legal analysts say, are so 
broad that they would support virtually any professor's firing for 
unpopular speech, and therefore the university's action is 
unconstitutional.

This should not be construed as support for Al-Arian's views. As 
Wilson notes in his chapter on Al-Arian, the professor wrote to a 
friend in 1995, shortly after a terrorist attack killed 19 Israeli 
soldiers, "The link with the brothers in Hamas is very good and 
making steady progress . . . I call upon you to try to extend true 
support to the jihad effort so that operations such as these can 
continue."

Al-Arian, Wilson says, has always defended the right of Palestinians 
to attack Israeli soldiers. Furthermore, firing professors because they 
allegedly support terrorism faces the problem of defining what 
terrorism is. "One person's terrorist is another's freedom fighter," 
Wilson adds.

In relation to a demonstration at the University of California at 
Berkeley by Students for Justice in Palestine, Wilson also says, "The 
'occupation' of a campus building by a group in a nonviolent protest 
is not a crime." Yes it is, although universities normally back off 
pressing charges. On the other hand, he condemns as bigotry the 
decision of a campus Christian group not to allow a lesbian student 
to be elected to office in the group.

You might agree or disagree with Wilson's positions; it's just that 
you always know which way he's going to jump. That said, it's good 
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he's finally recognized there's a problem.

Linda Seebach is an editorial writer for the News. She can be 
reached by telephone at (303) 892-2519 or by e-mail at 
seebach@RockyMountainNews.com. 
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